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QUESTION 1

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have an Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API account named account 1 that uses autoscale throughput. 

You need to run an Azure function when the normalized request units per second for a container in account1 exceeds a
specific value. 

Solution: You configure an Azure Monitor alert to trigger the function. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

You can set up alerts from the Azure Cosmos DB pane or the Azure Monitor service in the Azure portal. 

Note: Alerts are used to set up recurring tests to monitor the availability and responsiveness of your Azure Cosmos DB
resources. Alerts can send you a notification in the form of an email, or execute an Azure Function when one of your
metrics reaches the threshold or if a specific event is logged in the activity log. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/create-alerts 

 

QUESTION 2

The settings for a container in an Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API account are configured as shown in the following
exhibit. 
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Which statement describes the configuration of the container? 

A. All items will be deleted after one year. 

B. Items stored in the collection will be retained always, regardless of the items time to live value. 

C. Items stored in the collection will expire only if the item has a time to live value. 

D. All items will be deleted after one hour. 

Correct Answer: C 

When DefaultTimeToLive is -1 then your Time to Live setting is On (No default) 

Time to Live on a container, if present and the value is set to "-1", it is equal to infinity, and items don\\'t expire by
default. 

Time to Live on an item: 

This Property is applicable only if DefaultTimeToLive is present and it is not set to null for the parent container. 

If present, it overrides the DefaultTimeToLive value of the parent container. 

Reference: 
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/sql/time-to-live 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

You have a container named container1 in an Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API account. 

The following is a sample of a document in container1.

 {

 "studentId": "631282",

"firstName": "James",

"lastName": "Smith",

"enrollmentYear": 1990,

"isActivelyEnrolled": true,

"address": {

"street": "",

"city": "",

"stateProvince": "",

"postal": "",

}

} 

The container1 container has the following indexing policy.

 {

 "indexingMode": "consistent",

"includePaths": [

{

 "path": "/*"

},

{

 "path": "/address/city/?"

}
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],

"excludePaths": [

{

 "path": "/address/*"

},

{

 "path": "/firstName/?"

}

]

} 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Yes 

"path": "/*" is in includePaths. 

Include the root path to selectively exclude paths that don\\'t need to be indexed. This is the recommended approach as
it lets Azure Cosmos DB proactively index any new property that may be added to your model. 

Box 2: No 

"path": "/firstName/?" is in excludePaths. 

Box 3: Yes 

"path": "/address/city/?" is in includePaths 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/index-policy 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You plan to deploy two Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API accounts that will each contain a single database. The
accounts will be configured as shown in the following table. 

How should you provision the containers within each account to minimize costs? To answer, select the appropriate
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options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Serverless capacity mode Azure Cosmos DB serverless best fits scenarios where you expect intermittent and
unpredictable traffic with long idle times. Because provisioning capacity in such situations isn\\'t required and may be
cost-prohibitive, Azure Cosmos DB serverless should be considered in the following use-cases: 

1. 

Getting started with Azure Cosmos DB 

2. 

Running applications with bursty, intermittent traffic that is hard to forecast, or low (
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